The 102-Year Climate Culture Pattern

Extended Cycles: 510 Years (X5)...2,040 Years (X4)...6,120 Years (X3)

WARM-WET PHASE
(Prosperous & Briefly Peaceful)

Weather: Wet and Mild (Extremes)

- Nation building
- Old Golden Ages
- Best Leaders
- Revival of Learning
- Industrial Revolutions
- Prosperity - Stocks soar!
- New Aristocracy
- Centralization & Unification
- High Moral Tone
- Growth of Cities
- Classical, Organismic
- Culture
- Philosophy:
- Psychology:
- Biology:
- Ecology & Teleology
- Physiology
- Integration
- Stereochemistry

HOT-DRY PHASE
(War and Depression)

"Worst" Cycle (1917 - 1943) & (2019 - 2045)
Weather: Drought and Heat

- Nation falling
- Dictators; Deposition
- Mechanic State
- Socialism
- Communism
- Absolutism; Fascism
- Paternalism
- Colonialism
- Capitalism
- Wall Street
- Stock Crash
- Monetary Collapse
- World Wars
- Rise of the "Anti-Christ"

Climateology:
- Famine/Crop Losses
- Disease/Pestilence

- There is very unfavorable COMPLETION CYCLE OF MAN of 6,120 years due by 2038.

- Cool/Wet Phase (Artistic & Religious)

COOL/WET PHASE: (1943 - 1968)
Weather: Cool and Wet

- Mechanic Culture
- Literature:
- Philosophy:
- Psychology:
- Physics:
- Literature:
- Biology:
- Ecology & Teleology
- Physiology
- Integration

- Cool/Wet is a "Good" Cycle:
- Weather: Cool and Wet
- Nation building
- Golden Ages
- Best Leaders
- Revival of Learning
- Industrial Revolutions
- Prosperity - Stocks soar!
- New Aristocracy
- Centralization & Unification
- High Moral Tone
- Growth of Cities
- Classical, Organismic
- Culture
- Philosophy:
- Psychology:
- Biology:
- Ecology & Teleology
- Physiology
- Integration
- Stereochemistry

- Cold/Dry Phase (Migratory & Selfish)

COLD/DRY PHASE: (1968 - 2019)
Weather: Chilly and Harsh

- Mechanic Culture
- Literature:
- Philosophy:
- Psychology:
- Physics:
- Literature:
- Biology:
- Ecology & Teleology
- Physiology
- Integration
- Stereochemistry

- The 102-Year Climate-Culture Pattern
- Extended Cycles: 510 Years (X5)...2,040 Years (X4)...6,120 Years (X3)
- The 120-Year Completion Cycle of Man of 6,120 years due by 2038.
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